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REPLIES TO THE QUESTIONNAIRE ON LICENSING

SWEDEN

Import Licensing Procedure for Goods under CCCN Chapters 25-99

Corrigendum

Title

The document should be given the title "Import Licensing Procedure for
Goods under CCCN CI apters 25-99".

Reply No. 2.3 on page 1

"Brazil" should proceed "Malta" in the last paragraph on page 1.

Footnote 1 to Reply No. 5 on page 2

The title of the licensing authority mentioned in the last sentence is
"The National Agricultural Market Board".

Reply No. 6 on page 3

Amend paragraph 6(b) to read:

"Allocations are in principle made for one-year periods. Licences are
usually valid for six to nine months, after the expiry of the current
month. The validity can be extended, however not exceeding the period
of licensing. After this period the importer must apply for a new
licence. "

Amend paragraph 6(d) to read:

"The amount allocated is as a rule available to the importer for three
quarters of the period in respect of which the total allocation is
granted. Licence amounts not utilized by one importer are generally
re-allocated to other importers which are believed to be able to
utilize the licence."

Amend paragraph 6(e) to read:

"Usually the time required for the handling of licence applications is
four to ten working days."
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Reply No.7 on page4
Amend paragraph 7(a) to read:

Licences for goods not subject to quantitative restrictions are dealt
with in the same way as other licences, i.e the time of processing is
four to ten working days."

ReplyNo. 12 on page 5

Amend the text to read:

12. From 1 July 1982 a licensing fee is charged for issued licences
according to the following tariff:

- The value of the licensed goods SEK 50
equal to or exceeding SEK 5,000
but below SEK 10,000

- The value of the licensed goods SEK 100
equal to or exceeding SEK 10,000
but below SEK 15,000

- The value of the licensed goods SEK 150
equal to or exceeding SEK 15,000

The fee is charged for licences issued by the Board of Commerce for
goods under CCCN Chapters 25-99 except for certain products of iron and
steel from other countries than State-trading countries such as Poland,
Romania, Czechoslovakia and Hungary.

The relevant texts in documents COM.IND/W/55-
CON.AG/W/72/Add.66/Rev.1/Corr.2 and Corr.3 of 21 July 1981 and
21 October 1981 respectively should be deleted.


